
Of Mrs. Gravitas the Cat;  
How Hay House Saved Her Lives 
1. An episode out of the distant past1. An episode out of the distant past1. An episode out of the distant past1. An episode out of the distant past    

e’re meant to love ourselves, it seems, says 
Mrs. Gravitas the Cat, her glum uncertainty 
not very well disguised as apathy. Beyond her 

depth, she is anticipating something grim, a 
grueling daily regimen of loving-ness and sweat 
that might set back the start of breakfast. Mrs. G 
the C likes nothing less than any change in her 
routine (no matter how felicitous), which is: The 
Nap; a stretch, a yawn; The Nap; a food-and-
hygiene break, a dainty thwink into my lap; The 
Nap again – there’s only one, you will have 
guessed, begun while she was in the womb. 
Unscheduled interruptions, need I add, are met 
with claws unsheathed as she considers various 
horrific, bloody, and more-subtle forms of 
retribution... prematurely, as the enemy invariably 
leaves the field at this strategic pause. The 
punishing contempt that Mrs. Gravitas can wield 
is chastening. No prisoners are taken. 

Rarely does she look to me for putting her at ease. 
She must be mystified indeed by what it means to 
love oneself. If truly one can go to jail for 
overgenerosity, she little knows how safe she is. 

This day, the Garboesque indifference she typically 
conveys with great economy of movement isn’t on 
display, nor is the liquid grace we are accustomed 
to. Her trademark shrug is studied, artificial. 
There’s the merest twitch in it — anxiety, I 
recognize. I ought to end her misery, but there’s 
enough perversity in me to keep her ignorant and 

let her squirm a bit. She is remembering, I sense, 
the fitness drills of long ago, when she rebelled 
and took a stand against instruction, training, and 
advice. If we must speak of anything, said Mrs. 
Gravitas defiantly, then let it be of mice.  

Then Hay House saved her lives. 

2. A long time later2. A long time later2. A long time later2. A long time later    

rs. Gravitas the Cat has memorized A Course 
in Miracles and keeps Your Heart’s Desire 
beside her bed. How many Hay House 

seminars she’s taken, books she’s read, or authors 
she has met at I Can Do It! is impossible to 
estimate. I haven’t asked. She’s never said. Though 
she maintains she’s rapt in meditation when I 
know she is, in fact, asleep... beyond that, there is 
no exaggeration in her claims. She might wear 
Hay House on her sleeve if she had any kind of 
wardrobe other than what she arrived in, tiny 
kitten fresh from Heaven to this earthly plane. 

Many years she spent in isolation, Mrs. Gravitas 
the Cat did, having neither car nor train to travel 
in. The citizens of Hay House Radio became her 
only friends, and, as the weeks stretched into 
months, she listened, wrote, and studied, seeming 
always to encounter wisdom there and in the ether 
– what she needed when she needed it, distilled as 
if especially for her. 

She found her peace and would have been content, 
but it was meant for her to find as well a 
previously undiscovered continent. Ah, yes; she is 
indeed the Mrs. Gravitas the Cat, the one you’ve 
read about, who travels to her continent from deep 
within The Nap, on psychic waves or something of 
the kind, too esoteric to be easily explained. 

Should you desire an interview, the chance of that 
is zero if you’re not the Dalai Lama, Pope, or Hay 
House Radio. 

(It happens, though, that I’m available.) 
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